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Abstract:  As is well known, in quantum mechanics, the calculation rule of the probability that 
an eigen-value an is observed when the physical quantity A is measured for a state described by 
the state vector 〉Ψ  is 〉〉〈〈= ΨAAΨaP nnn )( . However, in Ref.[1], based on strict logical 
reasoning and mathematical calculation, it has been pointed out, replacing 〉〉〈〈 ΨAAΨ nn , one 
should use a new rule to calculate )( naP  for particle satisfying the Dirac equation. 
In this paper, we first state some results given by Ref.[1]. And then, we present a proof for 
the new calculation rule of probability according to Dirac sea of negative energy particles, hole 
theory and the principle “the vacuum is not observable”. Finally, we discuss simply the case of 
particle satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation. 
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1  Some results given by Ref.[1] 
1.1 Definition and determination of some distribution functions 
Definitions of the three distribution functions )(vΛ , )( pf  and ) ,  ;  , ( 00 xx ttρ  are as 
follows:  
① The velocity distribution function of a ponit particle )(vΛ : When the position of a point 
particle is fully measured at a moment, the probability that the value of the velocity of the point 
particle is situated between v  and vv d+  is vΛ 3d)(v . 
② The momentum distribution function of a ponit particle )( pf : When the position of a 
point particle is fully measured at a moment, the probability that the value of the momentum of the 
point particle is situated between p  and pp d+  is pf 3d)( p . 
    ③ The position distribution function of a free ponit particle ) ,  ;  , ( 00 xx ttρ : If a free point 
particle is situated at position 0x  at time 0t , then the probability that the free point particle is 
situated between x  and xx d+  at time t  is xtt 300 d) ,  ;  , ( xxρ , where 0tt > . 
    Based on the principle the values of probability measured in different inertial frames are the 
same and some mathematical derivation, the above three distribution functions are determinated, 
and the concrete forms of nonrelativistic and relativistic cases are given by Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, 
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respectively. 
.　　 
Tab. 1 Various distribution density functions in the nonrelativistic case 
Physical quantity Distribution density function 
velocity constant)0()( 11 == ΛΛ v  
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Tab. 2 Various distribution density functions in the relativistic case 
Physical quantity Distribution density function 
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In Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, the form of the current density function of a free point particle ) , ( xj t  
is given by 
)2 ,1(     ) ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , () , (
0
0
0000 =−
−== i
tt
ttttt iii
xx
xxvxxxj ρρ , 
and from Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 we can verify easily the current conservation 
)2 ,1(     0) , (
) ,  ;  , ( 00 ==⋅∇+∂
∂
it
t
tt
i
i xj
xxρ
. 
1.2 Comparing the corresponding conclusions in quantum mechanics with the results in Tab. 
1 and Tab.2 
In Ref. [1], it is point out that the conclusions about nonrelativistic particle in quantum 
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mechanics are in accord with Tab. 1, but the conclusions about relativistic particle in quantum 
mechanics are not in accord with Tab. 2.  
At first, in quantum mechanics, when a point particle is situated at position 0x  at time 0t , 
the state of the point particle is described by the state vector 〉=〉 00 xt ; and, no matter whether it 
is nonrelativistic or relativistic case, if we measure momentum for this state, then the probability 
density )( pf  that momentum volue p  is measured is  
3
i
2/3
i
2/300 )π2(
1e
)π2(
1e
)π2(
1)( 00 =⋅=〉〉〈〈= ⋅⋅− xpxpxppxpf . 
Comparing )( pf  with )(1 pf  in Tab. 1 and )(2 pf  in Tab. 2, respectively, we see that 
)()( 1 pp ff =  in nonrelativistic case but )()( 2 pp ff ≠  in relativistic case. 
Secondly, in quantum mechanics, the physical meaning of the propagator ) ,  ;  , ( 00 xx ttK  
of a particle is 
) ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , ( 000000 xxxxxx ttttKttK ρ=⋅+ . 
And, further, the propagator of a nonrelativistic free particle is 
( ) ( ) ( )
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we therefore have 
( ) ) ,  ;  , ()π2(
1) ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , ( 0013
0
3
3000000 xxxxxx tttt
mttKttK ρ=−=⋅
+ , 
where ) ,  ;  , ( 001 xx ttρ  is given by Tab. 1. We see that such result is in accord with Tab. 1. 
    On the other hand, in relativistic case, the propagator ) ,  ,  , ( 00D xx ttK  of a free particle 
determined by the Dirac Hamiltonian mH β+⋅= pα ˆD  is[2] 
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where[2] 
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 In the above formula, )(0 msJ  is a Bseeel function, 
22 x−= ts . Hence, when t>x ,  
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0) ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , ( 00D00D =⋅+ xxxx ttKttK ; 
however, when t<x , from (1) we can be prove 
( )
( )[ ]22020 0
3
300D00D
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xx
xxxx
−−−
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hence, 
) ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , () ,  ;  , ( 00200D00D xxxxxx ttttKttK ρ≠⋅+ , 
where ) ,  ;  , ( 002 xx ttρ  is given by Tab. 2. 
1.3 Three mathematical formulas 
The following three mathematical formulas have been given and proved in Ref.[1].  
Defining a function ) , (1 xtI : 
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the first formula is 
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 　 And then, based on the following operators and functions 
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the second formula is 
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Finally, for a function ) ,  ;  , ( 003 xxI tt : 
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the third formula is 
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where ) , (2 xj t  is given by Tab. 2. 
1.4 New calculation rule of probability 
Based on the above discussion, in Ref.[1], a new calculation rule of probability for a free 
particle satisfying the Dirac equation has been given as follows. 
For an arbitrary state described by the state vector 〉Ψ~ , we define 
〉=〉 ±± ΨMΨ ~ˆ~ ; 
For a physical quantity A of which the eigenvalue equation reads 
)()(ˆ xx nnn AaAA = ,                             (2) 
the probability )( naP  that an eigen-value an is observed when the physical quantity A is 
measured for the state 〉Ψ~  is: 
. ~ˆˆ~~ˆˆ~            
~~~~)(
〉〉〈〈−〉〉〈〈=
〉〉〈〈−〉〉〈〈=
−−++
−−++
ΨMAAMΨΨMAAMΨ
ΨAAΨΨAAΨaP
nnnn
nnnnn                 (3) 
　　 In Ref.[1], it has been proved that, the results obtained by the above calculation rule (3) are 
in accord with Tab. 2 for a free particle satisfying the Dirac equation. Especially, taking advantage 
of the above thirt formula, it has been proved that the three dimensioal current density 
〉〈〉〈−〉〈〉〈 −−++ ΨΨΨΨ ~~~~ xαxxαx  corresponding to position probability density 
〉〉〈〈−〉〉〈〈 −−++ ΨΨΨΨ ~~~~ xxxx  obtained by (3) for a free particle equals ) , (2 xj t  in Tab. 2, hence, 
so called “zitterbewegung”[2] does not appear. 
In this paper, we prove that the calculation rule of probability (3) can be derived from the 
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idea of Dirac sea of negative energy particles, hole theory and the principle “the vacuum is not 
observable”. 
 
2  Discussion in coordinate representation 
2.1 Some well known characteristics of the Dirac theory 
We considering the complete set of eigenstates 


 −=〉〉
2
1 ,
2
1 , )( , )( rVU rr pp  of the Dirac 
Hamilton mH β+⋅= pα ˆD , which satisfy 
( ) ( ) 〉+−=〉+⋅〉+=〉+⋅ )()( ˆ  , )()( ˆ 2222 pppαpppα rrrr VmpVmUmpUm ββ ,     (4) 
0)()(   , 0)()( , )()(  , )()( =〉〈=〉〈=〉〈=〉〈 pppppppp srsrrssrrssr UVVUVVUU δδ ,     (5) 

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mVV
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r
rr
r
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ββ pαpppαpp .      (6) 
The corresponding wave functions )2 ,1(   ) , ( =rU r xp  and )2 ,1(   ) , ( =rVr xp  are: 
2/3
i
2/3
i
)π2(
e)()() , (  , 
)π2(
e)()() , (
xpxp
ppxxpppxxp
⋅⋅
=〉〈==〉〈= rrrrrr VVVUUU .       (7) 
The wave function ) , (~ xtΨ  of a state 〉)(~ tΨ  can be written to the form 
( )) , () , () , () , (d~) , (~ 2
1
3 pxppxpxx tBVtAUpΨtΨ rrr
r
r +=〉〈= ∑∫
=
,            (8) 
where 〉)(~ tΨ  describes a “one-particle” state (In fact, it should be replaced by a state vector of 
many particles system after considering Dirac sea, see the discussion of (14) below); and 
 
, ) , () , (d)(~)() , (
, ) , () , (d)(~)() , (
3
3
xxppp
xxppp
tVxtΨVtB
tUxtΨUtA
rrr
rrr
Ψ
Ψ
+
+
∫
∫
=〉〈=
=〉〈=
                  (9) 
( ) 1) , () , () , () , (d) , (~) , (~d)(~)(~ 2
1
33 =+==〉〈 ∑∫∫
=
∗∗+
r
rrrr tBBtAAptΨtΨxtΨtΨ pxppxpxx .  (10) 
2.2 The wave function of the vacuum when Dirac sea is as the vacuum 
We now assume that the momentum of particle take quantized discrete values. 
According to the model of Dirac sea and the theory of many particles system, we regard the 
vacuum as the state that the whole negative energy states are filled up, and the wave function of 
such vacuum ) ,  ,  ,  , ( 21vacuum LL ixxxΨ  is: 
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where the elements in the set ) ,  ,  ,  , ( 21 LL sppp  traverse the whole values of momentums, N 
is the total number of the negative energy particles, ( )LL  ,  ,  ,  , 
21 siii ′xxx  is a permutation of 
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2.3 The wave function of a particle when Dirac sea is as the vacuum 
At first, for a particle situated positive energy state 〉)( prU , because there is now Dirac sea, 
we must use the wave function 
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to describe such system in which there is a positive energy particle and Dirac sea. 
Secondly, according to the Dirac hold theory, Dirac sea can be observed only when it lacks 
some negative energy state particles, hence, we can track formally the change of negative energy 
state by observing the motion of the hold (i.e., the motion of antiparticle). The concrete method 
has been given by Ref. [3]: If Dirac sea changes from the state lacking 〉)( prV  at time t to 
another state lacking 〉′′ )( prV  at time t+dt, then, formally, we can regard this process as that a 
negative energy particle moves from the state 〉′′ )( prV  at time t+dt to the state 〉)( prV  at time t. 
Hence, when we are tracking formally a negative energy state 〉)( prV , what we are actually 
observing is a many particles system described by the wave function 
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The above expression lacks the term ) , (
sirV ′′′xp  (we assume spp = ), ) ,( prδ  is the "situation 
number" of ) , (
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namely, ) , (
sirV ′′′xp  is situated on ) ,( prδ -th situation in the above expression. 
Based on the above discussion, for a “one-particle” system described by the wave function 
(8), we must replace it by a wave function ) ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( 21 LL it xxxΨ  of many particles system  
) ,  ,  ,  ,  ; () ,  ,  ,  ,  ; () ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( 21
)2(
21
)1(
21 LLLLLL iii tΨtΨtΨ xxxxxxxxx +=     (14) 
to describe this system, where 
∑∫
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We emphasize that we must use ) , ( ptBr
∗  but not ) , ( ptBr  in (16), or we cannot obtain correct 
result (See the calculation process in (44) below); on the other hand, this process is also in accord 
with the Feynman’s theory of positrons[3], we explain this point in slightly detail. 
We use electron)(
~ 〉prΨ  and positron)(~ 〉prΨ  denote the state of electron and positron with 
momentum p and spin r, respectively; if the initial and final state of a electron are 
electronelectron )(
~~ 〉=〉 pri ΨΨ  and electronelectron )(~~ 〉′=〉 ′ prf ΨΨ , respectively, then the transition 
amplitude between electron
~ 〉iΨ  and electron~ 〉fΨ  is 〉′〈 ′ )()( pp rr USU , where S is S-matrix; 
however, if the initial and final state of a positron are positronpositron )(
~~ 〉=〉 pri ΨΨ  and 
positronpositron )(
~~ 〉′=〉 ′ prf ΨΨ , respectively, then according to the Feynman’s theory of positrons, the 
transition amplitude between positron
~ 〉iΨ  and positron~ 〉fΨ  is 〉′−−〈 ′−− )()( pp rr VSV , notice that it 
seems formally as if a negative energy particle transits from the final state 〉′−′− )( prV  to the 
initial state 〉−− )( prV  in inverse time direction. 
And, further, if the initial and final state of an electron are 
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electron22electron11electron )(
~)(~~
21
〉′′+〉′′=〉 ′′ pp rrf ΨAΨAΨ , 
respectively, where 12211 =+ ∗∗ AAAA , 12211 =′′+′′ ∗∗ AAAA , then the transition amplitude between 
electron
~ 〉iΨ  and electron~ 〉fΨ  is 
( ) ( )〉+〉′〈′+′〈′ ′∗′∗ )()( )()( 22112211 2121 pppp rrrr UAUASUAUA ;              (17) 
however, if the initial and final state of a positron are  
positron22positron11positron )(
~)(~~
21
〉+〉=〉 pp rri ΨBΨBΨ , 
 positron22positron11positron )(
~)(~~
21
〉′′+〉′′=〉 ′′ pp rrf ΨBΨBΨ , 
respectively, where 12211 =+ ∗∗ BBBB , 12211 =′′+′′ ∗∗ BBBB , then the transition amplitude between 
positron
~ 〉iΨ  and positron~ 〉fΨ  is  
( ) ( )〉′−′+〉′−′−〈+−〈 ′−′−−∗−∗ )()( )()( 22112211 2121 pppp rrrr VBVBSVBVB .           (18) 
We see that, it seems formally as if a negative energy particle transits from the final state 
〉′−′+〉′−′ ′−′− )()( 2211 21 pp rr VBVB  to the initial state 〉−+〉− −− )()( 2211 21 pp rr VBVB  in inverse time 
direction, hence, the forms appeared in (18) of the coefficients 1B  and 2B  in the initial state 
positron
~ 〉iΨ  of a positron are ∗1B  and ∗2B , respectively; this is differ from the case of the 
coefficients 1A  and 2A  in the initial state electron
~ 〉iΨ  of an electron in (17). 
2.4 Derivation of the calculation rule of probability given by (3) 
    According to the calculation rule of probability of many particles system, if a physical 
quantity A of which the eigenvalue equation is given by (2) is measured for a state of many 
particles system described by a wave function ) ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( 21 LL itΨ xxx , then the probability 
)(system naP  that an eigen-value na  is obtained is: 
[
]. ) ,  ,  ,  ,  ; (d)(                        
)(d) ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( ddd)(
211
3
1
11
3
21
3
3
3
2
3
system
∫
∫∫
+
+
×
′′′=
LL
LLLL
in
niin
tΨxA
AxtΨxxxNaP
xxxx
xxxx
       (19) 
However, if we substitute the wave function (14) to (19), then what result we obtain from (19) 
includes the observation results about Dirac sea, which is now as the vacuum. On the other hand, 
the vacuum is not observable; thus, an actual probability )( naP  should be the result after 
removing the contribution from the vacuum: 
)()()( vacuumsystem nnn aPaPaP −= .                      (20) 
In (20), )(vacuum naP  is the probability that the eigen-value na  is obtained when the physical 
quantity A is measured for the vacuum described by the wave function ) ,  ,  ,  , ( 21vacuum LL ixxxΨ  
given by (11): 
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[
]. ) ,  ,  ,  , (d)(                        
)(d) ,  ,  ,  , ( ddd)(
21vacuum1
3
1
11
3
21vacuum
3
3
3
2
3
vacuum
∫
∫∫
+
+
×
′′′=
LL
LLLL
in
niin
ΨxA
AxΨxxxNaP
xxxx
xxxx
      (21) 
The process removing the contribution from the vacuum in (19), and, thus, obtaining (20), is 
in accord to the spirit of the Dirac hold theory. According to the Dirac hold theory, the total energy 
and the total charges of the vacuum are ∑ +−
p
222 mp  and Ne2− , respectively; if Dirac sea 
lacks one negative energy state particle with the momentum value p0, then the total energy and the 
total charges of the vacuum change to 

 +−−+− ∑ 220222 mpmp
p
 and eNe −− 2 , 
respectively. However, what we obverse actually are the results after removing the contribution 
from the vacuum, hence, what energy and charge we obverse actually are 
22
0
2222
0
22 22 mpmpmpmp +=



+−−

 +−−+− ∑∑
pp
 and eNeeNe −=−−−− )2(2 , 
respectively; namely, what we obverse actually is an antiparticle with energy 220 mp +  and 
charge e− . 
For the wave function (14), using (4) ~ (6), we can prove that (20) is just (3), but the 
calculation process is lengthy; in occupation number representation, this calculation process can 
be greatly predigested. 
 
3  Discussion in occupation number representation 
3.1 Some conclusions of many particles system[4] 
Considering a set of complete states of orthogonality and normalization { }〉iϕ  and 
introducing the creation and annihilation operator +icˆ  and icˆ  of the state 〉iϕ , we have 
{ } { } { } 0ˆ , ˆ ˆ , ˆ  , ˆ , ˆ === +++ jijiijji cccccc δ , 00ˆ =〉ic . 
Defining 
+∗++ ∑∑∑∑ =〉〈==〉〈= i
i
ii
i
ii
i
ii
i
i cccc ˆ )(ˆ)(ˆ  , ˆ )(ˆ)(ˆ xxxxxx ϕϕψϕϕψ , 
〉=〉 +++ 0|)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ
!
1 ,  ,  , 2121 NN N
xxxxxx ψψψ LL , 
The state vector that N particles are situated N states 〉〉〉
Njjj
ϕϕϕ  ,  ,  , 
21
L  is 
〉=〉 +++ 0)(
21 Njjj ccctΨ L , 
the corresponding wave function ) ,  ,  ,  ; ( 21 Nt xxx LΨ  is: 
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( )
( ) . )()() ()1(!
1
)( ,  ,  , ) ,  ,  ,  ; (
 ,  ,  , 
 ,  ,  , 
2121
21
2211
21
NN
Niii
Niii
ijijij
NN
N
tΨtΨ
xxx
xxxxxx
xxx
xxx ϕϕϕδ∑ −=
〉〈=
L
L L
LL
           (22) 
The probability ) ,  ,  , ( 21 NP xxx L  that there is one situated 1x , one situated 2x ,…, one 
situated Nx  in N particles is 
, )( ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , )(
) ,  ,  ,  ; ( ) ,  ,  ,  ; () ,  ,  , (
2121
212121
〉〉〈〈=
= ∗
tΨtΨ
tΨtΨP
NN
NNN
xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx
LL
LLL
 
and, further, the probability )(xP  that there is one situated x  in the N particles is 
. )()(ˆ)(ˆ)(
)( ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , )(ddd
) ,  ,  ,  ; () ,  ,  ,  ; (ddd)(
22
3
3
3
2
3
22
3
3
3
2
3
〉〈=
〉〉〈〈=
=
+
∗
∫
∫
tΨtΨ
tΨtΨxxxN
tΨtΨxxxNP
NNN
NNN
xx
xxxxxx
xxxxxxx
ψψ
LLL
LLL
 
    For a physical quantity A of which the eigenvalue equation is given by (2), we define 
( ) ( ) ++ ∑∑ 〉〈=〉〈= i
i
nini
i
inn cAAcAA ϕψϕψ ˆ  , ˆ , 
( ) ( ) ( ) 〉=〉 +++ 0|ˆˆ ˆ
!
1 ,  ,  , 
2121 NN nnnnnn AAAN
AAA ψψψ LL , 
( ) 〉〈= )( ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ; 
2121
tΨAAAAAAtΨ
NN nnnnnn LL ; 
The probability ( )
Nnnn AAAP  ,  ,  , 21 L  that there is one situated the state 〉1nA , one situated 
〉
2nA ,…, one situated 〉NnA  in N particles is 
( ) ( ) ( )
, )(  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , )(
 ,  ,  ,  ;   ,  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,  , 
2121
212121
〉〉〈〈=
= ∗
tΨAAAAAAtΨ
AAAtΨAAAtΨAAAP
NN
NNN
nnnnnn
nnnnnnnnn
LL
LLL
         (23) 
and, further, the probability ( )nAP  that there is one situated the state 〉nA  in the N particles is 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) . )( ˆ ˆ)(
)(  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , )(
 ,  ,  ,  ;   ,  ,  ,  ; )(
22
2
22
2
〉〈=
〉〉〈〈=
=
+
∗
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
tΨAAtΨ
tΨAAAAAAtΨN
AAAtΨAAAtΨNAP
nn
nnnnnn
n n
nnnnnn
n n
n
NN
N
NN
N
ψψ
LLL
LLL
          (24) 
3.2 The case of the Dirac theory 
Introducing the creation and annihilation operator )(ˆ p+ra  and )(ˆ pra  of the state 〉)( prU , 
and the creation and annihilation operator )(ˆ p+rb  and )(ˆ prb  of the state 〉)( prV , where the 
states 


 −=〉〉
2
1 ,
2
1 , )( , )( rVU rr pp  satisfy (4) ~ (6), the anticommutation relations among 
)(ˆ pra , )(ˆ p
+
ra , )(ˆ prb  and )(ˆ p
+
rb  are 
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{ } ( ) { } ( )
zero. equal Others
, )(ˆ , )(ˆ    , )(ˆ , )(ˆ 33 pppppppp ′−=′′−=′ ′+′′+′ δδδδ rrrrrrrr bbaa           (25) 
    According to the idea of Dirac sea, the state of the vacuum can be described by 
〉=〉 ++−
++
−
++
−  vacuumbare)()()()()()(0
2
1
2
12
2
12
2
11
2
11
2
1 LL ii bbbbbb pppppp ,          (26) 
where 〉 vacuumbare  is the state vector of “the bare vacuum” in which there is not any particle 
possessing positive or negative energy. 
Defining 
)(ˆ)(ˆ   , )(ˆ)(ˆ pppp rrrr bdbd == ++ ,                       (27) 
we can obtain the anticommutation relations among )(ˆ pra , )(ˆ p
+
ra , )(ˆ prd  and )(ˆ p
+
rd  from 
(25): 
{ } ( ) { } ( )
zero. equal Others
, )(ˆ , )(ˆ    , )(ˆ , )(ˆ 33 pppppppp ′−=′′−=′ ′+′′+′ δδδδ rrrrrrrr ddaa           (28) 
and we have 
00)(ˆ   , 00)(ˆ =〉=〉 pp rr da .                         (29) 
According to some conclusions given by §3.1, we define 
( ) ( )
( ), )(ˆ) , ()(ˆ) , (d         
)(ˆ)()(ˆ)(dˆ
2
1
3
2
1
3
∑∫
∑∫
=
+
=
+=
〉〈+〉〈=
r
rrrr
r
rrrr
dVaUp
bVaUp
pxppxp
ppxppxxψ
                (30) 
( ) ( )
( ), )(ˆ) , ()(ˆ) , (d           
)(ˆ)()(ˆ)(dˆ
2
1
3
2
1
3
∑∫
∑∫
=
∗+∗
=
+++
+=
〉〈+〉〈=
r
rrrr
r
rrrr
dUaUp
bVaUp
pxppxp
pxppxpxψ
               (31) 
〉=〉 +++  vacuumbare|)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ
!
1 ,  ,  ,  , 2121 LLLL ii N
xxxxxx ψψψ ;         (32) 
Based on above ( )xψˆ , ( )x+ψˆ  and 〉LL  ,  ,  ,  , 21 ixxx , according to (22) in §3.1, (12), (13) and 
(14) can be written to the form 
〉〈= +′+ )( ,  ,  ,  , ) ,  ,  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( )(212121)( pxxxxxxpppp riiir ΨΨ LLLLLL ,      (33) 
〉〈= −′− )( ,  ,  ,  , ) ,  ,  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( )(212121)( pxxxxxxpppp riiir ΨΨ LLLLLL ,      (34) 
〉〈= )( ,  ,  ,  , ) ,  ,  ,  ,  ; ( 2121 tΨtΨ ii LLLL xxxxxx .                 (35) 
where 
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〉=〉 ++ 0)(ˆ)()( pp rr aΨ , 〉=〉=〉 +
− 0)(ˆ0)(ˆ)()( ppp rrr dbΨ ,               (36) 
( )
( ). 0)(ˆ)()(~0)(ˆ)(~)(d          
0)(ˆ) , (0)(ˆ) , (d)(
2
1
3
2
1
3
∑∫
∑∫
=
++
=
∗+
〉〉〈+〉〉〈=
〉+〉=〉
r
rrrr
r
rrrr
dVtΨatΨUp
btBatAptΨ
pppp
pppp
           (37) 
In (37), we have used (9). Notice that the state vector 〉)(tΨ  of many particles system is differ 
from the state vector 〉)(~ tΨ  of “one-particle” of which the correcponding wave function is given 
by (8). 
For a physical quantity A of which the eigenvalue equation is given by (2), we define 
( ) ( )
( ), )(ˆ)()(ˆ)(d           
)(ˆ)()(ˆ)(dˆ
2
1
3
2
1
3
∑∫
∑∫
=
+
=
〉〈+〉〈=
〉〈+〉〈=
r
rrnrrn
r
rrnrrnn
dVAaUAp
bVAaUApA
pppp
ppppψ
              (38) 
( ) ( )
( ), )(ˆ)()(ˆ)(d             
)(ˆ)()(ˆ)(dˆ
2
1
3
2
1
3
∑∫
∑∫
=
+
=
+++
〉〈+〉〈=
〉〈+〉〈=
r
rnrrnr
r
rnrrnrn
dAVaAUp
bAVaAUpA
pppp
ppppψ
              (39) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 〉=〉 +++  vacuumbare|ˆˆ ˆ
!
1 ,  ,  ,  , 
2121
LLLL
ii nnnnnn AAAN
AAA ψψψ .        (40) 
The form of (23) in §3.1 reads now 
( ) ( )
. )(,  ,  ,  , ,  ,  ,  , )(
,  ,  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,  ,  ,  ; )(
22
22system
〉〉〈〈=
= ∗
tΨAAAAAAtΨ
AAAtΨAAAtΨAP
ii
ii
nnnnnn
nnnnnnn
LLLL
LLLL
           (41) 
According to (24) in §3.1, (19) and (21) now can be written to the forms 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) . )( ˆ ˆ)(
)(,  ,  ,  , ,  ,  ,  , )(
,  ,  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,  ,  ,  ; )(
22
2
22
2
system
〉〈=
〉〉〈〈=
=
+
∗
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
tΨAAtΨ
tΨAAAAAAtΨN
AAAtΨAAAtΨNAP
nn
nnnnnn
n n
nnnnnn
n n
n
ii
N
ii
N
ψψ
LLLLL
LLLLL
      (42) 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) . 0 ˆ ˆ0
0,  ,  ,  , ,  ,  ,  , 0
,  ,  ,  ,  ;  ,  ,  ,  ,  ; )(
22
2
22
2
vacuumvacuumvacuum
〉〈=
〉〉〈〈=
=
+
∗
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
nn
nnnnnn
n n
nnnnnn
n n
n
AA
AAAAAAN
AAAtΨAAAtΨNAP
ii
N
ii
N
ψψ
LLLLL
LLLLL
  (43) 
Substituting (37), (30) and (31) to (42) and (43), using the characteristics given by (6), (9), (10), 
(28) and (29), we obtain 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
, ˆ~ˆˆ~~ˆˆ~                 
)()(d                     
)()()(~d )(~)()(d                     
)(~)()(d )()()(~d                  
)()(d) , () , () , () , (d                     
) , ()(d )() , (d                     
) , ()(d )() , (d)(
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
system
〉〈+〉〉〈〈−〉〉〈〈=
〉〉〈〈+
〉′〉〈′〈′⋅〉〉〈〈−
〉′〉〈′〈′⋅〉〉〈〈=
〉′〉〈′〈′⋅++
′〉′〈′⋅〉〈−
′〉′〈′⋅〉〈=
−−−++
=
=′
′′
=
=′
′′
=
=′
′′
=
∗∗
=′
∗′′
=
=′
′′
=
∗
∑∫
∑∫∑∫
∑∫∑∫
∑∫∑∫
∑∫∑∫
∑∫∑∫
nnnnnn
r
nrrn
r
nrr
r
rrn
r
rrn
r
nrr
r
nrrn
r
rrrr
r
rnr
r
rnr
r
rrn
r
nrrn
AMAΨMAAMΨΨMAAMΨ
AVVAp
AVVtΨptΨVVAp
tΨUUApAUUtΨp
AVVAptBtBtAtAp
tBAVpVAtBp
tAUApAUtApAP
pp
pppp
pppp
pppppp
pppp
pppp
(44) 
( ) ( ) 〉〈=〉〈= −+ nnnnn AMAAAAP ˆ0 ˆ ˆ0)(vacuum ψψ ;                 (45) 
Finally, we obtain 
〉〉〈〈−〉〉〈〈=−= −−++ ΨMAAMΨΨMAAMΨAPAPAP nnnnnnn ˆˆˆˆ)()()( vacuumsystem .    (46) 
This is just (3). 
3.3 Three notes 
① It is obvious that the calculation result of the rule (3) may be negative. For example, if we 
use (3) to calculate the the probability that a negative energy particle lacks at point x, e.g., an 
antiparticle situated x, we obtain a “negative probability”. Hence, what result obtained by (3) 
should be as “charge density” but not “particle number density”. In fact, for relativistic case, we 
can define local charge state but can not define local particle number state [5]. On the other hand, 
if a particle is situated in an area that is less than the Compton wavelength of the particle, then 
maybe the corresponding antiparticles are created. Hence, we can only study local charge density 
but can not study local particle number density for relativistic case. 
② The calculation rule of probability (3) can be generalized to many particles case by using 
the method given by §3.1. For example, according to Ref. [4], the probability )  ( 21 xx ，P  that 
there is one situated 1x  and other situated 2x  in the N particles is 
， )()(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)(
)(  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , )(dd)1() , (
2112
321321
3
3
3
21system
〉〈=
〉〈〉〈−=
++
∫
tΨtΨ
tΨtΨxxNNP iii
xxxx
xxxxxxxxxx
ψψψψ
LLLLLL
 
after removing the correcspongding contribution from the vacuum, the actual probability 
) , ( 21 xxP  is 
〉〈−〉〈= ++++ 0)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ0)()(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)() , ( 2112211221 xxxxxxxxxx ψψψψψψψψ tΨtΨP . 
③ If we want to calculate the probability observing some particles situated some eigenstates 
of momentum, e.g., 〉+ 0)(ˆ pra , 〉++ 0)(ˆ)(ˆ pp rr da , etc, notice that according to (26), 〉0  is a many 
particle system, then we must use (41). For example, if we calculate the probability that a system 
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described by state vector 〉)(tΨ is situated 〉+ 0)(ˆ pra , then we cannot use (42) but must use (41), 
the result is 〉〈〉〈= + )()(ˆ00)(ˆ)(system tΨaatΨP rr pp ; of course, we must remove the correcspongding 
contribution from the vacuum, however, from (29) we have 00)(ˆ00)(ˆ0vacuum =〉〈〉〈= + pp rr aaP . 
We see that, for the case of calculating the probability observing some particles situated some 
eigenstates of momentum, what results we obtain are the same as that of the quantum theory of 
field. 
 
4  The case of particle satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation 
As is well known, if the wave function ) , ( xtϕ  of a particle satisfies the Klein-Gordon 
equation: 
0) , () , () , ( 222
2
=−∇+∂
∂− xxx tmt
t
t ϕϕϕ ,                    (47) 
then position probability density and three dimentional current density are 




∂
∂−∂
∂=
∗∗
t
tt
t
tt
m
t ) , () , () , () , (
2
i) , ( xxxxx ϕϕϕϕρ ,                (48) 
( )) , () , () , () , (
2
i) , ( xxxxxj tttt
m
t ∗∗ ∇−∇−= ϕϕϕϕ .                (49) 
We consider the following wave function saticfying the Klein-Gordon equation: 
( ) ( )0022 ii
223
3
ee
π)2(
d) , ( xxkx −⋅−+−
+
= ∫ ttmkmk mktϕ ,                (50) 
for which according to (48) we have  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ee)i(
π)2(
dee
π)2(
d                
ee)i(
π)2(
dee
π)2(
d
2
i) , (
00
22
00
22
00
22
00
22
ii
3
3
ii
223
3
ii
3
3
ii
223
3

′⋅
+
−
−′⋅

+
=
−⋅′−−+′−⋅−+−
−⋅′−+′−−⋅−−+
∫∫
∫∫
xxkxxk
xxkxxkx
ttmkttmk
ttmkttmk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
m
tρ
 (51) 
and we can prove easily that 
) ,  ;  , () , () , ( 002001 xxxxx ttttIt ρρ =−−= ,                  (52) 
we see that such ) , ( xtρ  is in accord with Tab. 2.  
Substituting (50) to (49) we have 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ee
π)2(
d ee
π)2(
d                
ee
π)2(
d ee
π)2(
d
2
i) , (
00
22
00
22
00
22
00
22
ii
223
3
ii
223
3
ii
223
3
ii
223
3


+′
′∇
+
−
+′
′∇

+
−=
−⋅′−−+′−⋅−+−
−⋅′−+′−−⋅−−+
∫∫
∫∫
xxkxxk
xxkxxkxj
ttmkttmk
ttmkttmk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
m
t
(53) 
we can prove that (See the Appendix of this paper) 
) , () , ( 2 xjxj tt = .                             (54) 
Hence, using (48) and (49), for the wave function (50), we can obtaion the conclusions being in 
accord with Tab. 2.  
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On the other hand, at time 0t , (50) becomes 
( )0i
223
3
0 eπ)2(
d) , ( xxkx −⋅
+
= ∫ mk mktϕ ;                     (55) 
The form of (55) is different from the wave function ( )03)( xxx −= δΨ  that describes a particle 
situated at 0x . However, if we use (48) to calculate the probability ) , ( 0 xtρ  that a particle 
described by the wave function (55) is situated x  at time 0t , according to (51) we have 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ). 0
π)2(
d 
e)i(
π)2(
de
π)2(
d    
e)i(
π)2(
de
π)2(
d
2
i
) , (lim) , (
0
33
0
3
223
3
i
3
3
i
223
3
i
3
3
i
223
3
0
00
00
0
xxxx
xx
xxkxxk
xxkxxk
−=−
+
=

′⋅
+
−
−′⋅

+
=
=
∫
∫∫
∫∫
−⋅′−−⋅
−⋅′−⋅−
→
δδδ
ρρ
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
m
tt
tt
            (56) 
In the last step of the above calculation process, we have used 
( ) ( ) ( ) ∫∫∫ +=′=′=−= −⋅′→→ 223
3
3
3
i
3
3
0
33
π)2(
d
π)2(
de
π)2(
dlimlim0 0
00 mk
mkkk xxk
xxxx
xxδδ , 
where kk )(kK=′ , )(kK  satisfies [ ]{ }
22
23 3
d
)( d
mk
mk
k
kkK
+
= . 
The result of (56) is in accord with the form of “position probability density”. Because, 
according to the normal calculation rule of probability 〉〉〈〈= ΨAAΨaP nnn )( , the “position 
probability density” that a particle described by the wave function ( )03)( xxx −= δΨ  and 
situated x  is ( ) ( ) ( )0330303 )0()()( xxxxxxxx −=−−=+ δδδδΨΨ . Hence, under the 
calculation rule of position probability density (48), the result (56) shows that the wave function 
(55) can describe the state of particle satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation and situated 0x  at 
time 0t . 
We can generalize the formula (48) of calculating position probability density to the case of 
arbitrary physical quantity A and obtain a calculation rule of the probability that an eigen-value an 
is observed when the physical quantity A of which the eigenvalue equation is given by (2) is 
measured for a state described by the state vector 〉)(tϕ  satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation: 



 〉〈∂
〉∂〈−∂
〉∂〈〉〈= )()()()(
2
i) , ( tA
t
At
t
tA
At
m
at n
nn
nn ϕϕϕϕρ ,             (57) 
where 
) , ()(d)(d)( 33 xxxx tAxtAxtA nnn ϕϕϕ ∗∫∫ =〉〉〈〈=〉〈 .                (58) 
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Especially, for momentum, (57) and (58) become 




∂
∂−∂
∂=
∗∗
t
tt
t
tt
m
t ) , () , () , () , (
2
i) , ( ppppp ϕϕϕϕρ ,               (59) 
) , (e
π)2(
1d) , ( i3/2
3 xp xp txt ϕϕ ⋅−∫= .                      (60) 
For the wave function (50), substituting it to (60) we have 
( ) 0022 ii
223/2
ee
π)2(
1) , ( xpp ⋅−−+−
+
= ttmp
mp
mtϕ ;                 (61) 
and, further, substituting (61) to (59), we obtain 
)(
π)2(
1) , ( 2223
pp f
mp
mt =
+
=ρ .                      (61) 
According to the above discussion and the conclusions (61), (52) and (54), we see that if we 
use the calculation rule of probability (57) for particle satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation, then 
we can obtain conclusions being in accord with Tab. 2. 
Of course, as is well known, what we obtain from (48) should be as “local charge density”. 
 
 
 
Appendix 
We use the method given in Ref. [1] that prove the three mathematical formulas in §1.3 to 
prove (50). For the sake of brevity, we rewrite (53) to the from 
) , () , ( 00 xxJxj −−= ttt ,                         (A-1) 
where 
( ) , )()()()(
ecos
π)2(
d esin
π)2(
d   
esin
π)2(
d ecos
π)2(
d1
ee
π)2(
d ee
π)2(
d               
ee
π)2(
d ee
π)2(
d
2
i) ,(
11
i22
223
3
i22
223
3
i22
223
3
i22
223
3
ii
223
3
ii
223
3
ii
223
3
ii
223
3
2222
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xxxxm
tmk
mk
mktmk
mk
mk
tmk
mk
mktmk
mk
mk
m
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
mk
m
t
tmktmk
tmktmk
∆∆∆∆ ∇−∇=




 +′
+′
′∇

 +
+
−


 +′
+′
′∇



 +
+
−=


+′
′∇
+
−
+′
′∇

+
−=
⋅′−⋅
⋅′⋅−
⋅′−+′⋅+−
⋅′+′−⋅−+
∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
∫∫
xkxk
xkxk
xkxk
xkxkxJ
 (A-2) 
where )(x∆  is given by (1), )(1 x∆  is[2] 



>−
<
∂
∂=
+


 +
= ⋅∫ .    , )(
π
2
;             , )(
π4
1cose
)π2(
d)(
10
0
22
22
i
3
3
1 tmsK
tmsY
rrmp
tmppx
x
x
xp∆         (A-3) 
In the above formula, both )(0 msY  and )(0 msK  are Bseeel functions, 
22 x−= ts , 
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22
1 ts −= x . 
From (1), when t>x , 0)( =x∆ , 0)( =∇ x∆ , we have 
( ) ; 0)()()()() ,( 11 =∇−∇= xxxxmt ∆∆∆∆xJ                   (A-4) 
From (1) and (A-3), when t<x , we have 
( )
, )(
π4
1)(
π4
1)(
π4
1)(
π4
1
)()()()() ,(
0000
11



 


∂
∂∇∂
∂−


∂
∂∇∂
∂=
∇−∇=
r
msY
rr
msJ
rr
msJ
rr
msY
r
m
xxxxmt ∆∆∆∆xJ
        (A-5) 
using one formula about Bseeel functions )(zJν  and )(zYν
[6]:  
[ ] )()1()(
d
d zZzzZz
zz m
mm
m
+−−− −=


νννν , 
where )(zZν  represents the Bseeel functions )(zJν  or )(zYν , (A-5) becomes 
( ))()()()(
π16
) ,( 121232
4
msJmsYmsYmsJ
s
mt −= xxJ , 
and again, using another formula about )(zJν  and )(zYν : 
z
zJzYzYzJ
π
2)()()()( 11 =− −− νννν , 
(A-5) becomes 
( )222
3
332
4
)π2(
1
π
2
π16
) ,(
x
xxxJ
−
==
t
m
mss
mt .                   (A-6) 
Combining (A-4) and (A-6), we have 
( )



≥
<
−=
.                                , 0
;        ,
)π2(
1
) , ( 222
3
3
t
t
t
m
t
x
x
x
x
xJ                   (A-7) 
From (A-1) and (A-7) we obtain (54). 
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